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The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) 
guidelines, in addition to other international societies, 
recommend surgery for American Joint Committee on 
Cancer clinical stage I small cell lung cancer (SCLC) 
after a careful radiographic evaluation excludes distant 
metastases and invasive mediastinal staging excludes nodal 
disease. However, the data to support these guidelines are 
limited and therefore it is suspected that these guidelines 
are not universally followed (1). Yang and colleagues 
recently published their analysis of data from the National 
Cancer Database (NCDB) comparing overall survival 
(OS) in patients with cT1-2N0M0 SCLC who underwent 
surgery with adjuvant chemotherapy with or without 
adjuvant radiation therapy to OS in those treated with only 
concurrent chemoradiation (2).

The authors performed a retrospective cohort analysis of 
the NCDB Public Use File in an attempt to meaningfully 
assess the impact of surgical treatment on survival. They 
included all patients diagnosed with SCLC from 2003–2011, 
excluding, for example, patients with missing treatment data 
or those treated with palliative intent (See Figure 1 in Yang 
2017). Surgical patients were treated with resection (wedge, 
sublobar, lobectomy, or pneumonectomy) within 30 days of 
diagnosis followed by adjuvant chemotherapy. Nonsurgical 
patients received chemotherapy and concurrent radiation, 

defined as radiation commencing within 10 weeks of 
diagnosis, in order to exclude patients likely treated for 
recurrence rather than prophylaxis. No specifics regarding 
the chemotherapy regimen (e.g., agent, cycles, etc.) were 
available from the dataset. 

These cohorts formed the basis for all subsequent 
survival analyses. The authors first compared unadjusted 
OS for the entire cohort and next did an adjusted analysis 
to identify factors associated with OS. They then created 
a matched cohort and compared OS having accounted 
for referral bias. To further account for confounding bias, 
the authors limited their matched cohort to “healthy” 
patients (Charlson-Deyo Comorbidity score of zero) and 
repeated the survival analysis. Lastly, they identified factors 
associated with OS in the surgical cohort.

The analytic cohort included 2,301 patients. As expected, 
the majority 1,620 (70.4%) received chemoradiation and 
only 681 (29.6%) underwent surgery. In unadjusted analysis, 
patients undergoing surgery had significantly better 5-year 
OS than those who did not (48.1% vs. 28.3%; P<0.01). 
Surgery was associated with improved survival (HR 0.61; 
95% CI: 0.53–0.71; P<0.01) in the adjusted analysis as 
well. After propensity-score matching for patient, tumor, 
and facility characteristics, 501 patients remained in each 
treatment cohort. In this matched cohort, 5-year OS 
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remained significantly better in the surgery group both 
for the overall cohort (47.6% vs. 29.8%; P<0.01) and the 
“healthy” subgroup (49.2% vs. 32.5%; P<0.01). Finally, 
the authors found that decreased age (HR for age as a 
continuous variable 1.03; 95% CI: 1.01–1.04; P<0.01) and 
lobectomy (HR as compared to wedge resection 0.71; 95% 
CI: 0.55–0.92; P=0.01) were associated with improved 
survival among patients who had undergone surgery.

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer related death 
in the United States with SCLC representing 13% of these 
diagnoses (3). Distant metastases are common at the time 
of diagnosis or in the early phases of disease management. 
Despite the high initial response rate to chemoradiation 
therapy, the disease has an almost universal relapse rate 
leading to an overall 5-year survival of <7% (4). Clinically, 
most patients are diagnosed at an advanced age (>70 years 
old), and are former or current smokers. As tobacco use has 
declined nationwide, so too has the incidence of SCLC in 
the US. However, there are still an estimated 31,000 cases 
annually (4).

Until 1973 all lung cancer was treated with surgical 
resection where possible. That treatment paradigm 
changed when Fox and colleagues published a clinical trial 
comparing surgery to radiation therapy for SCLC (5).  
Patients in this trial who were treated with surgical 
resection had significantly worse survival than those 
treated with radiation. This practice-changing article 
created the perception of SCLC as a non-surgical disease. 
However, much has changed in the fields of pulmonology, 
radiation oncology, medical oncology, and thoracic 
surgery since 1973. One important paradigm shift has 
been the development of modern staging technologies 
(positron emission tomography, navigational bronchoscopy, 
endobronchial ultrasound, mediastinoscopy, etc.) which 
allow better identification of patients with limited stage 
disease. Further, surgical techniques have evolved: 48% 
of patients in the 1969 trial underwent a pneumonectomy 
via an open thoracotomy. Because of these advances, the 
findings from that 1973 trial are no longer relevant in 
modern medical practice. Moreover, the Fox study did not 
include patients with T1-2 N0 disease whom we now know 
most benefit from surgery (6).

The NCCN recommends surgery, preferable lobectomy 
for T1-2N0M0 disease and only after thorough evaluation 
for distant metastasis as well as invasive staging of the 
mediastinum to exclude nodal disease. Level I evidence in 
support of these guidelines is nonexistent (1), however some 
large database studies have suggested that there may be a 

survival benefit to surgical resection (7-11). In this most 
recent publication, Yang and colleagues add to the evidence 
in support of surgery for early-stage SCLC. 

Although NCCN guidelines do currently recommend 
surgery for early stage, node-negative disease, Yang and 
colleague’s findings suggest surgery is being underutilized 
in this population. This may be due to a lack of high quality 
evidence supporting improved survival after surgery or 
the lack of surgical input into multidisciplinary treatment 
planning. The randomized controlled trials completed 
to date which have compared surgery to non-surgical 
treatment for SCLC are over forty years old and included 
heterogeneous patient populations; node-positive patients 
made up the majority of the surgical cohort in these early 
trials (5,12). More recently published large database analyses 
have been similarly limited by inadequate treatment data 
in the nonsurgical cohorts (6,13,14). Yang and colleagues 
addressed these concerns both by limiting their patient 
population to those who are most likely to benefit from 
surgical resection, and by only including nonsurgical 
patients who were treated with standard of care maximum 
medical therapy.

This article has many strengths, chief of which is the data 
source. The NCDB is estimated to include greater than 
80% of all lung cancer diagnoses in the United States (15).  
The data is abstracted by trained clinical reviewers and 
is audited for accuracy. The database contains detailed 
information about the diagnosis, staging, and treatment 
for each patient. Additionally, patients are followed for 
OS. The Public Use File is then de-identified which, in 
addition to removing other details, aggregates medical 
comorbidities into categories based on Charlson-Deyo 
modified comorbidity scale (16). However, the patient 
level data available in the NCDB exceeds that in the SEER 
registry, which includes only a sample of the US population 
and lacks any data concerning chemotherapy (17).

This article is unique from previous literature in that 
the authors limited the patient sample to a homogeneous 
patient cohort. They further limited a subset analysis to 
only “healthy” patients, similar to a recent analysis for 
early state non-small cell lung cancer patients (18). A 
major criticism of all retrospective analyses is an inability 
to account for confounding. However, limiting the patient 
sample, in addition to propensity-score matching and 
regression models, is an effective method of accounting for 
possible confounding bias (19). 

This study has some minor weaknesses which are 
intrinsic to the data source which should be mentioned. 
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Comorbidities in the NCDB are collected by clinical 
abstractors through a retrospective review process. These 
comorbidities are then converted into an overall score, 
the Charlson-Deyo Comorbidity index score, for public 
reporting purposes. However, the initial abstraction is based 
on clinical documentation and thus is only as accurate as the 
physician documentation of comorbid conditions, which 
frequently contains inaccuracies (20). In this manuscript, 
problems arising from reliance on the Charlson-Deyo 
Comorbidity score in the NCDB to account for medical 
comorbidities are subtly revealed. For one, in the unadjusted 
analysis, patients receiving concurrent chemoradiation were 
more likely to have fewer comorbidities. Additionally, in 
the multivariable logistic regression analyzing predictors of 
surgery, patients with 1 or 2+ comorbidities were two times 
as likely to have undergone surgery as compared to patients 
with zero comorbidities. Both of these findings are contrary 
to what might be hypothesized.

It is not clear from the presented data why patients with 
more comorbidities were more likely to have undergone 
surgery. One hypothesis is that surgery patients, rather 
than actually having more medical problems than non-
surgical patients, simply have more of these comorbid 
conditions documented. Patients who are hospitalized, 
such as following surgery, are more likely to have more 
comorbidities documented than patients seen in the 
outpatient setting due to the larger volume medical record 
(21,22). Patients treated with surgery are much more likely 
to have been admitted for that treatment when compared 
to patients treated with radiation and chemotherapy; both 
of which are outpatient treatments for SCLC. Thus, it 
follows that the NCDB may be capturing more data about 
comorbid conditions for surgical patients than it does for 
non-surgical patients. If this is the case, limiting an analysis 

to only those patients with Charlson-Deyo Comorbidity 
score scores equal to zero may introduce bias because the 
nonsurgical cohort may include undocumented comorbid 
conditions. Again, it is unclear if these hypotheses are 
accurate but this is an important consideration for any 
NCDB analysis. 

This article supplements the available data supporting 
the use of surgery for early stage SCLC (Table 1). Wakeam 
et al. recently published a retrospective propensity-matched 
cohort analysis of data also utilizing data from the NCDB 
in which they examined the survival benefit of surgery for 
stages I to IIIA SCLC (11). Unlike the analysis by Yang et 
al., their analysis is limited by heterogeneity: the authors 
included a wider range of stages, nodal status, and adjuvant 
treatment. In fact, up to 35% of their surgical cohort did 
not receive any chemotherapy. 

To examine the utility of radiation therapy after surgical 
resection, Varlotto et al. performed a retrospective analysis 
of SEER data to evaluate survival in Stage I and II SCLC 
treated with surgery alone, radiation alone, or surgery 
and radiation (8). In this study, patients treated with 
surgery alone had longer median survival as compared 
to patients treated with radiation alone (50 months for 
lobar resection, 30 months for sublobar, and 20 months 
for radiation). Moreover, the addition of radiation therapy 
to surgery had no significant effect on survival. In their 
multivariable analysis, lobectomy without radiotherapy was 
an independent predictor of improved OS.

In conclusion, the analysis by Yang et al. provides 
additional support for surgery as the optimal local therapy 
for node-negative SCLC. This contemporary report also 
highlights the under treatment of early stage disease as 
only 30% of stage-eligible patients underwent surgery. 
Future research aimed at understanding and addressing 

Table 1 Outcomes after surgery (S+) vs. no surgery (S−) for small cell lung cancer (SCLC)

Publication Data source Patient population Median survival (months) % 5-yr OS

Wakeam 2017 NCDB Stage I−IIIA S+ 32.4; S− 20.2 NR

Wakeam 2017 NCDB T1−T2 N0 S+ 40.1; S− 23.0 NR

Varlotto 2011 SEER Stage I* Lobe 50; SLR 30; S− 20 Lobe 47.4; SLR 28.5; S− 17.2

Schreiber 2010 SEER T1−T4 Nx-N2 S+ 28; S− 13 S+ 53; S− 32

Weksler 2012 SEER Stage I−II S+ 34; S− 16 NR

Gaspar 2012 NCDB Stage I−II S+ 30.8; S− 15.0 NR

*, outcomes reported for stage I patients only; NCDB, national cancer database; SEER, surveillance, epidemiology, and end results; OS, 
overall survival; NR, not reported; Lobe, lobectomy; SLR, sub-lobar resection.
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this quality gap would ensure patients receive care that is 
not only guideline-concordant but also offers a significant 
survival benefit. In order to further confirm these 
findings, more granular data is needed regarding medical 
comorbidities, performance status, and pulmonary function 
tests. Feasibility of including these variables in the NCDB 
should be explored. Quality therapeutic decision making 
for patients with limited stage SCLC has always required 
multidisciplinary expertise. Thoracic surgeons deserve a 
seat at the table.
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